MESSAGES OF SPIRITUAL
ENLIGHTENMENT AND TRUTH
Now let me gain the strength within
The sanctuary of the night
To meet new challenges that rise
In the glory of the morning light.
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ARTICLE 1: We believe In a Universal
Spirit, Divine Architect,
Supernal
In
telligence and Cosmic Law, which guides
and directs all created things.
ARTICLE 2: We believe that all things
came into being
through
the fiat, or
Word of the Divine Intelligence.

ARTICLE 3: We believe that man was once
perfect, in Unity with the Supreme Intel
ligence, but fell from his high estate.
ARTICLE 4: We believe that m a n ’s pur
pose in being, is
to so order his life
that he will come into at-one-ment with
the Divine Spirit.
ARTICLE 5: We believe that .man continues
to live, life after life, until he m as
ters, or overcomes life, and goes out no
more.
ARTICLE 6: We believe that all creation
is moving toward a great goal of perfect
harmony and order, which will some day
be attained.
ARTICLE 7-* We believe that the Sun of
God has manifested in the material world
as a light in darkness, to show the way
(Continued on Inside back cover)

(Part Four)
You understand why color can have
an effect on the human body. We have to
resolve it back to its primal source.
The light that we receive on this earth
comes from the sun and the sun is but a
window through which the forces flow
through the Cosmos into the World and it
also brings in spiritual energies that
are invisible and intangible and cannot
be measured. All light, even electrical
light, derives its energy from the same
source that the sun derives its nature.
Electricity is the energy which flows
from the sun on a different wave-length
of vibration from the tangible or visible
light that we see.
I was just reading an article today
that postulated that science was entire
ly wrong in their theory that space was
cold. It said, at White Sands a rocket
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had been thrown into the air 250 miles
high and it never did come back to earth.
Some said, perhaps it disintegrated and
they said perhaps, all hope of flying to
the moon, the space-ships and other things
would have to be abandoned. We know that
what lies between the planets and earth
and sun is not space but other dimensions.
We can understand why after it passed
through the Heaviside Layer it disappeared
and became invisible.
The reason I mentioned that was
simply this: along certain wave-lengths
visible light comes to earth; along other
wave-lengths invisible energies and fdrees
come to earth and it is those energies
that are primarily responsible for the
life, health and shall we say, the length
of years we live on earth . The occultist
has known for a long time that the sun
itself sends forth energizing and lifegiving rays but few know also that cer
tain of those rays in passing become
changed and they have a definite detri
mental effect upon the human body and
those rays which are invisible and in
tangible are responsible for the deteri
oration of the cells and tissues and if
they were not present it would be pos
sible for a person to live for ten thous
and years.
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We know too, that in the world of
man, color plays a very important part.
We might even say that color had a dif
ferent psychological effect upon differ
ent races of people as well as different
individuals.
It is very hard to lay down
a hard and fixed rule and say this par
ticular thing will have a certain effect
upon an individual.
We know in the Wes t 
ern World that white is a sign of joy and
happiness, and generally white is looked
upon as a pure color and the color of
life, whereas
in China, white
is the
color of death.
They wear white
for
mourning in China and they cannot under
stand our wearing white at some joyous
occasion because white to them has a de 
pressing effect, whereas it has the op
posite effect to us;
that is, a mental
effect, because of habit and custom. Some
people say black is always a depressing
color and that is not necessarily so.
Yet, it is a custom that we have.
We
know that any color combinations may be
added to those, that actually white is a
cold color when it is alone by itself
but white is toned down and used with
red, orange, and yellow, or even blue,
because all those things have a definite
reaction upon an individual.
Haven't you ever
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gone into a room.

and without being aware of why, you would
feel very much depressed? You might not
even be consciously aware of why, yet, it
would be because there was an unbalance
combination of color or they did not re
act favorably on you. Another person who
is vibrationally attuned might feel ex
hilarated.
We know that man himself is basicly of a color harmony. By that I mean
this, that every individual, psychically,
occultly, and physically reacts to one
major color. The color a person reacts
to is because the seven rays or the
seven lights that flow forth from the
Great Central Spiritual Sun are divided
into seven spiritual lights and essences
and each person vibrates to a different
basic color harmony. We have all heard
that a certain master works on a certain
ray. Every person vibrates to one basic
and individual color. To one person it
may be blue, another yellow, another
green. That may be the basic color of
one person. The way that can be and has
been determined is for the person to seat
themselves or lie down quietly relaxed
and center all their attention just between the eyes at what we call the pi
tuitary center. (To be continued)
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Sunday, July 13, 1969 at 7:00 p.m.
lecture by Dr. Iris Rawls.
Sunday, July 20, 1969 at 7:00 p.m.
lecture by Dr. Joseph Shwed.
KENTUCKY, Blaine, Dr. Samuel Webb is con
ducting metaphysical classes at the Blaine
Baptist Church. Please contact Dr. Webb
for specific time and dates.
MEXICO, Merida, Yucatan, Dr. Pedro
Gonzalez Milan, meetings held Monday at
9:00 p.m. at Calle 30 # 402-p x 63.
MICHIGAN, Empire,. Dr. James B. Carriere, MsD
P. 0. Box 182, for Metaphysical Instruction*,
and counciling - Call 616-326-3651.
NEVADA, Las Vegas? Paradise Metaphysical
Center. For information or spiritual coun
ciling, call Rev. Maxine Dowell, 736-4205.
OHIO, Toledo, Metaphysical instructions, and
discussions by Bertha Eaton, 2058 Eastbrook
Dr., Phone 474-5144.
OREGON, Portland, every Wed. at 1:00 p.m.
and 8:00 p.m. at 1720 S. E.-39th Ave., a
spiritual enlightenment study:group is
held by Dr. Carrie Moffit.
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Dear Students and Friends,
We are having our very wonderful,
warm summer weather. However, anyone
planning a trip to the mountains should
be prepared for cool evenings.
A great amount of work has been done
on the New Temple and it will be so very
nice to once again resume our lectures
and Church Services there in the near
future.
This past week marked the end of
another phase in the life of one of our
co-workers, Sandy Humbert, who will be
moving on to new endeavors and experiences.
We will all miss her, but we wish her the
best in all she undertakes. We are liv
ing in the times of changes, growth and
progress. Also, at this time, we want to
welcome Norma Shwed to our staff. Norma
has been a student for many years and we
are very fortunate to have her with us,
and extend our welcome to her.
The Shamballa Volunteer Fire Depart
ment had the benefit drawing this past
Sunday for the new G. E. Color Television.
Congratulations are extended to Mr. K. S.
Norquisp who was the fortunate winner of

this beautiful color T. V. The Shamballa
Fire Department wishes to thank everyone
for their help and for the generous con
tributions of time, effort.and money.
Their goal was accomplished and efforts
were rewarding.
Happy Birthday wishes are in order
for several of our fellow members, Ella
Andrews, Arthur Budinko and LaVera Knowles.
This month you will have added another
year to your experience. May you add
many more years to your growth and devel
opment and let only the good from the
past year remain with you.
The monthly Fellowship of the Avatar
was conducted by Dr. Winnie Whitby. She
stated that mankind was faced with meet
ing the causes of the effects that have
been set up many years ago, and that the
patterns follow the same trend throughout
many lifetimes. It behooves every indi
vidual to study and reconstruct his life
so these set patterns can be overcome.
In the final analysis, we must learn to
go within to find the answer, both mental
and spiritual.
In Cosmic Harmony,
The Brotherhood Staff

.M AN

Hank Vernava
The world’s revolved for years and. years
Needles®.to say, with joy and tears.
Who understands this sphere so great?
Most people try, but all too late *
It turns andijturns, and baffles the best,
Man won't stop trying, for he, can't rest.
Is, this thing, so hard to. see,,
Perhaps,,because, its simple, and free?
Or is it as difficult as we think
Must we, labor forever, dare not shrink?
Do our trials and efforts really count
Will, we finally, reach the mount?
How mahy years, will it finally take
Before we fully, become awake?
Questions, questions, do prevail
A glorious story, W6 shall tell;
Let's strive and work, with efforts and more
For destiny's end, has wonders in store.

to Illumination
Divine Spirit.
ARTICLE 8:
is a child,
Light.
For
the Father,

and

Oneness

with the

We believe that each of us
or Sun of God, the Divine
did not Jesus say, "I am in
the Father in me, and ye in

ARTICLE 9: We believe that the physical
body Is the temple of God, and will en
deavor to make it a perfect channel for
the illuminated soul to manifest through.
ARTICLE 10: We believe In the three-fold
development of body,mind, and soul, each
balancing the other in perfect harmony.

A s t r o - c h e m ic a l A n a lysis
This very scientific book gives the
Astro-Chemical Analysis
of the twelve
different chemical
types according to
their Astrological signs.
Through chem
ical and spectroscopic analysis, twentytwo elements are distinguishable in the
human body.
One hundred persons
born
under each sign of the Zodiac were exam
ined in the formulation of this analysis.
The Astro-Chemical Analysis
is combined
with a knowledge of bio-chemistry and
_ endocrinology and definite analysis of
the type.
Price— 50^
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